Abstract-Optimal active power dispatch is a well-studied problem in power system research. The conventional solutions are usually centralized, thus are inflexible and susceptible to single-point-failure. In this paper, a fully distributed solution for optimal active power dispatch is proposed. The proposed solution can consider not only constraints of supply-demand balance and generation bounds but also the line flow constraints. To balance computational efficiency and effectiveness, DC power flow was used to check for line flow constraint violations. In this way, both the optimality and feasibility of the obtained solution can be guaranteed. The operations of projected gradient calculations and global situational awareness acquisition are fully distributed and implemented using a multi-agent system. In the multi-agent system, an agent could have two function modules for information discovery and generation optimization. The lower-level information discovery module finds the unified price and congestion prices based on the consensus algorithm. With the discovered information, the upper-level generation optimization module adjusts generation settings based on the projected gradient algorithm. Simulation studies of power systems with different scales verify the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
Distributed Optimal Active Power Dispatch
Under Constraints for Smart Grids power system [1] . The well-studied OAPD problem is usually modeled as a multivariable constrained optimization problem [2] . The existing OAPD algorithms can be classified into two categories, i.e., the analytical algorithms (such as lambda iteration [3] and gradient search [4] ) and heuristic algorithms (such as genetic algorithm [5] , particle swarm optimization [6] , and Monte-Carlo [7] ). The next generation of power grids is expected to accommodate more and more renewable/distributed generators [8] . These huge number of generators need to be well coordinated to reduce the operation cost. In addition, to counteract the uncertainty and intermittency of renewable generation, the OAPD solution needs to be faster and more accurate. Since most existing OAPD solutions are centralized, they may require complicated communication networks to acquire global operating conditions and a central controller/center is also mandatory to process the huge amount of data. Due to the delays with communication and data processing, the centralized solutions might be unable to provide timely response [9] . In addition, it is well known that centralized solutions are usually inflexible and susceptible to single-point-failures.
However, the problems with centralized solutions can be addressed by applying distributed solutions, which are flexible and robust against single-point-failures and can provide faster response and better address consumer demand for participation. Even though distributed solutions are promising, they are hard to design due to the limited situational awareness. To overcome the difficulties with distributed algorithm design, the existing methods usually decomposed the original OAPD problem into multiple subproblems; then, these subproblems are solved in an autonomous manner. In [10] , Lagrangianrelaxation methods were proposed to decompose the OPF problems, yet, the decomposition capability of the proposed algorithms is very limited. The relationship between decomposition capability and convergence was analyzed in [11] , therein the extent of decomposition turns to be highly restricted or hard to quantify.
To overcome the limitations of above-mentioned decomposition techniques, it is desirable to develop algorithms that are network topology and parameters independent. The distributed algorithm proposed in [8] can converge to the optimal solution but its converging speed is very slow. Zhang et al. [12] - [13] proposed a two-level incremental cost consensus algorithm for the OAPD problem. Due to the hierarchical structure, faults in upper-level controller will cause significant loss. Zhang et al. 0278 -0046 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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[14] proposed a fully distributed control solution for the OAPD problem under equality (supply-demand balance) and inequality (generation bounds) constraints. However, like the other fully distributed solutions, the feasibility of the obtained solutions in term of line flow constraints was not analyzed in [14] . A fully distributed solution using alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is proposed in [15] . The solution considers the power flow constraints accurately and can converge in a relatively fast manner. Yet, the designed distributed solution requires huge number of agents to handle each of the components in the power system. This paper targets at designing a distributed solution to solve OAPD problems by considering various physical constraints of the power grids. According to the proposed solution, each bus is assigned with a bus agent (BA). A BA might have two function modules for the consensus-based information discovery (ID) and gradient-based generation optimization (GO). The ID module discovers the unified and congestion prices and the GO module updates the generation settings based on the discovered prices. In addition to the equality constraint (supply-demand balance) and inequality constraints (generation bounds) that are discussed in [14] , the line flow constraint violations can also be avoided through solving the DC power flow problem in a distributed manner, which well balances computational efficiency and effectiveness. The distributed solution is implemented using a multi-agent system (MAS), which is one of the most popular distributed control solutions [16] - [18] .
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) The OAPD problem for power systems with both the constraints of line flows and bounds of generators being taken into consideration is formulated as a convex optimization problem, and the problem is formulated such that it can be solved in a distributed way. 2) The OAPD problem is solved by using the consensus algorithm and projected gradient method, which decomposes the original problem to the bus level, rendering a distributed solution.
3) The implementation details of proposed solution using MAS for applications in power systems are provided and performances of the proposed solution including converging speed, response with data latency, bandwidth requirement for communication, etc., are also investigated. 4) Simulation studies with systems of different scales are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution. Comparisons with centralized and other distributed (ADMM) solutions are also presented. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the formulation of the OAPD problem. Section III presents the distributed OAPD solution which is designed based on the consensus algorithm and projected gradient method. Implementation details of the proposed algorithm using MAS are given in Section IV. Section V presents simulation results and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Without losing generality, for an n-buses power system with m generators, assume bus #1 is the slack bus with bus angle θ 1 = 0; buses #2 -m are PV generator buses; and buses #(m + 1) -n are load buses. The OAPD problem with DC power flow model can be formulated as follows [10] :
where (1.a) is the objective function for OAPD with its quadratic generation cost function being formulated as follows [6] :
where a i , b i , c i are the generation cost coefficients of generator #i and P Gi is the active power generation. P Gi andP Gi in (1.b) are the lower and upper bounds of P Gi , respectively. Equation (1.c) formulates power supply demand balance for the slack bus. In (1.d),B is the imaginary component of network admittance matrix excluding the slack bus with dimension of (n -1) by
T are (n -1) dimensional vectors of bus voltage phase angle, augmented generation, and load vectors. If a bus does not have load, the corresponding demand element is zero inP L . T ij is the line flow from bus #i to bus #j,T ij is maximum allowable value of |T ij |, and B ij is the admittance of the corresponding line.
III. DISTRIBUTED OAPD ALGORITHM
The Lagrangian function to solve the OAPD problem formulated in (1) can be defined as follows:
where
T is Lagrangian dual variable vector corresponding to power flow equality constraint (1.d), λ U is the Lagrangian dual variable corresponding to the supply-demand balance equality constraint (1.c). In this paper, λ C and λ U are also defined as the congestion prices and unified price, respectively, similar to the definition in [1] . PF is the penalty function for line flow constraint violations defined according to PF = n i=1 n j =1 pf ij (T ij ), where pf ij (T ij ) is defined as follows:
In (4), p is the predefined coefficient. It is easy to verify that pf ij (T ij ) is differentiable and the derivative dpf ij /dθ i can be calculated as follows:
A. Gradient Method for Solving OAPD
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions in the matrix form corresponding to (3) are given as
where (6.a-d) are derivative of Lagrangian function w.r.t. λ C , λ U , θ, and P G 1 , respectively. In (6.e), the derivative of Lagrangian function w.r.t.
T is decomposed to individual PV generator bus #i = 2, . . . ,m. λ C i is the congestion price corresponding to bus #i. Noted that, any lineflow-constraint violation will affect the congestion prices of all buses.
The projected gradient method can be applied to solve the KKT conditions given in (6) . The basic idea is to adjust P Gi in the direction of its negative gradient ∇ L PGi [1] . The analysis of the gradient method including stability as well as converging speed can be found in [19] .
The optimization process for OAPD is described as follows.
Step 1: Initialize the OAPD process withP G [t] andP L , and find θ[t] and P G 1 [t] , respectively, as follows:
Step 2: Solve (6.c) and (6.d) for λ C and λ U , respectively, as follows:
where the ith element of vector dP F /dθ is 2 j ∈n i d(pf ij )/dθ i . Here, j ∈ n i is index of bus #i's neighboring bus.
Step 3: Use λ C and λ U to calculate ∇L PGi [t] as follows:
is PV generator #i's marginal price augmented by bus #i's congestion price, which reflects line-flow-constraint violation of the corresponding bus.
Step 4: Update the generation setting as follows:
where α is the step-size.
Step 5: Compare the updated generation settings of the PV buses with their generation bounds to make sure they are feasible, otherwise deploy the corresponding bound.
Steps 1-5 are repeated continuously for online OAPD.
To successfully solve the OAPD problem in a distributed way with the projected gradient method, θ [t] and P G 1 [t] and then λ C have to be obtained in a distributed manner. Recent progress in the consensus algorithm has made global information processing possible through distributed communications only. Introduction and applications of the consensus algorithm can be found in recent literature [20] [21] . The application of the consensus algorithm for distributed OAPD is introduced as follows.
B. Fully Distributed OAPD Algorithm
DenotingẐ =B −1 , (7) can be revised as follows:
UsingẐ i denotes the ith column ofẐ, S i [t] is local net demand of bus #i defined as follows:
Similarly, (8) can be rewritten in a summation form as follows:
Due to the similarity between (13) and (15), these two equations can be integrated together as (16) . This way, the calculation of θ [t] and P G 1 [t] can be carried out simultaneously:
As shown in (16) , the average-consensus algorithm can be applied for this purpose [21] . According to [21] , the updating rule of the consensus algorithm is formulated as follows:
where x k i and x k j are the states of agents #i and #j at iteration k, respectively, x k +1 i is the immediate update of x k i , a ij is the weight for communication between agents #i and its neighboring agent #j, and n i is the indices of agent #i's neighboring agents.
As long as the coefficients a ij satisfy certain constraints [17] , the locally maintained values x i will converge to the same value, as follows:
where x 0 i is the initial condition of x i . The convergence of the consensus algorithm is determined by the information exchange between neighboring agents. One of the common ways to set weight coefficients is to set the matrix with elements being a ij to be doubly stochastic. The detailed convergence/stability analysis of the consensus algorithm as well as the setting of weight coefficients can be found in [21] .
To apply the average-consensus algorithm to find θ[t] and P G 1 [t], the locally maintained variable x i can be initialized with local information, as follows:
After convergence, all x i will converge to the same value as shown in (20) . In this way, θ [t] and P G 1 [t] can be obtained in a distributed way. In the calculation process, the slack bus is excluded in the consensus process
In this case, P G 1 [t] can be obtained by the slack bus from any one of its neighboring BAs after the consensus algorithm converges.
Similar to (16) , the congestion price λ C [t] can also be represented as summation of functions of local information, as follows:
Again, the average-consensus algorithm can be applied to find λ C [t] in a distributed way. Again, the locally maintained information can be initialized as follows:
It should be noted that dP F /dθ i = 2 j ∈n i d(pf ij )/dθ i can be calculated locally after θ[t] is obtained through distributed communications. Here, j ∈ n i is index of bus #i's neighboring bus.
After the average-consensus algorithm converges, λ C [t] can be discovered as follows:
The last information that is needed for ∇ L PGi calculation is the unified price λ U [t] . This price reflects the marginal price of the generator at the slack bus. After P G 1 is discovered by the consensus algorithm, the unified price can be calculated locally according to (10) . Since all necessary information has been obtained, ∇ L PGi can be calculated locally for each generator according to (11) . Finally, each PV generator bus adjusts its generation P Gi according to (12) . The updated generation of the PV bus is compared with the generation bounds. If P Gi [t + 1] is beyond the upper or lower bounds, then the corresponding upper or lower bound is deployed instead of the value calculated. The power imbalance after the generation adjustment can be balanced by deploying the discovered slack bus generation P G 1 [t] .
The distributed realization of the gradient algorithm can be summarized as follows.
Step 1: Initialize the consensus algorithm according to (19) with local measurement of P Gi [t] and P Lj for PV generator bus and load bus. Update according to (17) till the discovery of θ[t] and P G 1 [t] . Then, P G 1 [t] is sent to the slack bus from its neighboring bus and deployed.
Step 2: Initialize the consensus algorithm again according to (22) and update according to (17) (11) for each PV generator bus.
Step 5: Update the PV bus generation settings according to (12) and deploy the closest feasible value based on comparison with the bounds.
Steps 1-5 are repeated sequentially for online OAPD. In the proposed algorithm Steps 1 and 2 are defined as the consensus process, and Steps 3-5 are defined as the optimization process. Notice that load change can be counteracted by initializing the algorithm with updated load measurements in Step 1. And during each step, all necessary information can be measured locally or obtained indirectly from neighboring buses through distributed information exchange. Thus, the solving of OAPD problem can be realized in a fully distributed manner.
IV. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed algorithm can be implemented using MAS as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Each bus in the power system is assigned with a BA for distributed OAPD. The communication links and physical couplings are indicated using green dotted and black solid lines, respectively. Within each OAPD iteration, the consensus process is implemented to achieve ID; and optimization process is implemented to achieve GO.
The information flows of the MAS-based implementation of the distributed OAPD algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . The BAs for nongenerator buses only have ID module for distributed calculations of DC power flow and the slack bus generation. In addition to ID module, the BAs of the PV generators also have a GO module for GO and deployment. The BA for the slack bus generator deploys P G 1 calculated by one of its neighboring BAs, either PV or nongenerator BAs.
In the ID module, the consensus-based algorithm is applied twice for the discoveries of θ [t] Initially, each agent should know the network parameters. This information could be stored in the local database. During optimization, only the network topology needs to be updated. In each round of optimization, each agent first communicates with its neighboring agents to update the topology configura- tion through one additional round of ID process based on the consensus algorithm. This operation can be trigged through a satellite-based timing signal via an average time synchronization protocol, which has been well discussed in [22] , then the grid topology change can be updated by the agents autonomously. The proposed MAS-based solution can realize control solution in a fully distributed fashion, meaning that no hierarchical framework or specialized agent is needed to coordinate the operations of the agents. In addition, a BA is only responsible for local data processing and communication with its neighboring agents. Thus, the distributed solution requires neither a complicated communication network nor a powerful centralized controller to process the global data. Accordingly, it can be less expensive to implement. In addition, the distributed solution is more flexible, more reliable, and able to adapt to changes of operating conditions.
V. SIMULATION STUDIES
To evaluate the performance of the proposed solution, the OAPD solution is tested with a 5-bus system, the IEEE 30-bus, IEEE 162-bus system, and a 1062-bus system. A quadratic programming (QP) based centralized solution [23] is used as the benchmark for comparsion.
A. Tests With a 5-Bus System
During the test, a modified 5-bus system [24] is used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed solution. The system has three generators at buses #1-3, and two loads at buses #4 and #5. The parameters of generators and transmission lines are provided in Tables I and II, respectively. During simulation, the initial output of generators #1-3 is set to 220, 50, and 330 MW, respectively. The loads at buses #4 and #5 are set to 250 and 350 MW, respectively. It should be noted that the initial generations and loads are balanced but not optimized. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) shows the consensus processes of bus angle θ 2 and the slack bus generation P G 1 during the first iteration of the OAPD process. It can be seen that the consensus processes are able to converge within 15 iterations. This means that the ID process totally takes 30 iterations to complete the discovery of P G 1 [t], θ 2 [t], and then λ C [t] in each OAPD iteration. It should be noted that during the ID process, the converged value of P G 1 [t] may not be zero if the initial setting of generation and demand is not balanced; however, it will converge to zero at last as the generation and demand will be balanced when the overall optimization process is completed. Fig. 2 (c) and (d) shows the discoveries of the congestion prices during the 12th iteration of the OAPD process for λ C 2 and λ C 3 , respectively. It is worthy to point out that the congestion price becomes nonzero only when line-flow-constraint violation occurs. As demonstrated later, the line flow of buses #2-5 reaches its bound at the 12th OAPD iteration. For the first 11 iterations, the congestion prices of the associated generators (generators #2 and #3) are zero.
1) Information Discovery Process:
According to [21] , the weight matrix with its elements being a ij should be irreducible, stochastic, and primitive to guarantee the convergence of the consensus algorithm. With the communication network being designed to be the same as the physical electric network in this case, the weight matrix can be calculated using the mean metropolis method proposed in [17] . Fig. 3 shows the update process under communication loss; it can be seen that the consensus algorithm can still obtain the reliable solutions.
2) Generation Optimization Process: The GO will update generation output once ID process is completed. Fig. 4 (a) flow of this branch reaches its upper bound, the rest demand at bus #5 should be accommodated by the line flow of the branch between buses #3 and #5. As can be seen in Fig. 5(b) , the congestion prices of generators #2 and #3 become nonzero as the line flow of branch between buses #2 and #5 reaches the upper bound. To void the line overflow, on one hand, generator #2 slows down in increasing its generation due to increase of the congestion price at generator #2. On the other hand, the congestion price at generator #3 stops the generator from decreasing to avoid overflow. This trend can also be seen in Fig. 4(b) .
B. Tests With the IEEE 30-Bus System
The parameters of the modified IEEE 30-bus system are shown in Table IV . The system has 30 buses and 6 generators. The indices of the buses are reordered to match the definitions used in the paper. To test the performance of the proposed solution under line flow constraints, the line flow bound of the branch between buses #1 and #2 is intentionally reduced to 110 MW [25] .
1) Information Discovery Process: As shown in Fig. 6 , the ID process of the 30-bus system takes 50 iterations to converge. Here, only the discovery of P G 1 [t] and θ 2 [t] during the first iteration of OAPD process is provided. The convergence of the discovery for λ C [t] is similar. Thus, the ID process takes totally 100 iterations for the discovery of
, and λ C [t] in each OAPD iteration. 2) Generation Optimization Process: Fig. 7(a) shows the update of the total generation cost with initial cost of 947.2114 $/h. After the OAPD converges, the total generation cost is reduced to 771.9264 $/h, compared with the solution of 769.14 $/h from the QP algorithm. It should be noted that line flow constrains for distributed OAPD solution are handled by introducing quadratic penalty functions, while the commercial QP program used for comparison adopts the indicator functions, which results in a slight difference between these two obtained solutions. However, this difference is acceptable. 
C. Tests With the IEEE 162-Bus System
The parameters of the IEEE 162-bus system are shown in Table V [26] . The system has 162 buses, 17 generators, and 284 transmission lines. The transmission line between buses #26 and #76 is designed with line flow constraint of 1050 MW to test the effectiveness of the solution.
1) Information Discovery Process: As shown in Fig. 9 , the consensus process of P G 1 [t] during first OAPD iteration takes 160 iterations to converge. The subsequent consensus process of λ C [t] can also be finished within 160 iterations. Thus, the ID processes take totally 320 iterations during each iteration of the OAPD process.
2) Generation Optimization Process: Fig. 10 (a) shows the update of the total generation cost during optimization with initial cost of 170 100 $/h. After the OAPD process converges, the total generation cost is reduced to 150 760 $/h, compared with 150 752 $/h obtained from the QP algorithm. The generations update is shown in Fig. 10(b) with optimized generation shown in Table V . For the 162-bus system, line-flow-constraint violation happens on the branch of buses #26-76. As shown in Fig. 11(b) , the congestion only increased λ C 76 to 3.6611 $/MWh and has no impact to the other generators. After convergence, the line flow of buses #26-76 is bounded at 1050 MW.
D. Test With a 1062-Bus System
To evaluate the performance of the proposed distributed OAPD solution, a large 1062-bus system with generators and branches is also tested [27] .
The evolution of the generation cost during the optimization is shown in Fig. 12 . The cost is significantly decreased to 5.9654 × 10 5 $/h from the original 1.011 × 10 6 $/h. One of the ID process for this system is shown in Fig. 13 . It should be noted that the converging speed of the proposed algorithm greatly depends on the converging speed of the consensus algorithm. The consensus algorithm can converge exponentially, the steps needed for convergence are [17] where E is error tolerance and λ 2 is the second largest eigenvalue of the coefficient matrix, with its elements being a ij . In this paper, the topology of the communication network of the IEEE 162-bus system is designed to be the same as the physical network, which is relatively sparse, thus relatively large number of iterations is required. For the 1062-bus system, the second largest eigenvalue of the coefficient matrix is 0.9659 by adding a small number of communication links. If the error tolerance is set to 0.1, the consensus algorithm can converge within 151 iterations according to formula in (24) , which is a relatively conservative estimation. As shown in the converging process, it actually takes about 40 iterations to reach the consensus with the tolerance of 0.1. The data latency could increase the time consumed for one round of communication, while the communication errors/loss would increase the total number of iteration for the algorithm to The comparisons of the proposed solution to the ADMMbased solution introduced in [16] are provided in Table VI. The ADMM requires each device (load, generator, and transmission line/transformer) has a corresponding agent and each net (corresponding to a bus/node) also needs an agent to handle the power balance constraints. And these two components iterate alternatively to obtain the optimal solution. In addition, the terminals (corresponding to communication links) are used to exchange information between devices and nets. For an nbus system with n g generator, n l load, and n t transmission lines/transformers, the number of agents required for the proposed solution is n. As for the ADMM method, the total number of agents needed is n + n l + n t + n g , and n g + n l + 2 * n t Table VI . For all test systems, the proposed distributed solution can provide comparable results as the centralized QP solution. For the 5-bus system, the inner-ID and outer-OAPD processes take 30 and 50 iterations to converge, respectively. Thus, the total iterations for the OAPD solution are 50 * 30 = 1500. For the IEEE 30-bus system, the inner-ID and outer-OAPD processes take about 100 and 15 iterations to converge, respectively. Accordingly, the total iterations of the OAPD solution are 15 * 100 = 1500. For the IEEE 162-bus system, the inner-ID process and outer-OAPD processes take 320 and 150 iterations to converge, respectively. Thus, the total number of iterations of the OAPD solution is 320 * 150 = 48 000. Similarly, the overall number of iterations for the 1062 bus system is 40 * 240 = 9600. Due to the simplicity of the proposed algorithm and the minimum amount of data to process, the speed of the OAPD solution is mainly decided by the number of iterations and the speed of information exchange during each iteration. According to the authors' previous experience on MAS implementation, one round of information exchange can be accomplished within 5 ms [15] . Thus, the OAPD process only takes about 1500 * 5 ms = 7.5 s for both the 5-bus and IEEE 30-bus system, 48 000 * 5 ms = 4 min for the IEEE 162-bus system, and 9600 * 5 ms = 48 s for the 1062-bus system.
The proposed OAPD solution can be applied to small-scale tens-of-nodes microgirds as well as large power grids with hundreds or thousands of nodes. For small-scale power grids, the wireless communication protocol can be utilized, e.g., Loia and Vaccaro [28] developed IEEE 802.15.4 protocol-based experimental platform for the microgrid optimization. For a largescale power system, the standardized communication protocols include IEC 61850 and IEC 61870 protocols, and the communication infrastructures can utilize the power line carrier or optical fiber composite overhead ground wires.
The control/optimization of power grids with centralized versus distributed solution is still an open problem and needs further investigations. The proposed algorithm does not aim to totally replace the traditional centralized and hierarchical configured system, instead it can cooperate with existing systems to improve the flexibility, maneuverability, and reliability of the power system.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a distributed solution to solve the OAPD problem of power systems by considering the constraints of both line flow constraint and generator bounds. The proposed solution was designed based on consensus algorithm and distributed gradient algorithm. Compared to the modified Lagrangian relaxation based solutions, the proposed solution can fully decompose the optimization problem without network topology limitation. Compared to the ADMM-based solution, the proposed solution can lower implementation complexity and increase solution reliability. The DC power flow model was used to well balance the computational efficiency and effectiveness. The distributed solution is suitable for implementation using MAS and simulation studies with power systems of different scales demonstrate its effectiveness.
